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The following are pictures from week of 6.17.19 - 6.21.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Project. Thanks in part to a small break in the rainy weather pattern we seem to be stuck in the sub-contractors were able to get all of the caissons finished, and so next week the second part of the foundation system for the addition can start being installed with excavation and forming, reinforcing, and concrete being placed for the grade beams. A lot of behind the scenes mechanical, plumbing, and electrical is happening throughout the buildings in preparation for new construction. Additionally, the new server and electrical rooms in East Tech have had their walls prepped and are ready for the relocation of all electrical panels to begin. New under slab plumbing installation is continuing as existing spaces are being prepped for new future fixtures. Finally, more new masonry was installed as old openings are being closed in and new spaces forming as a result of this work.

Photo #1 is in the West Tech Basement Transformer Room where an unforeseen condition required some additional demolition to occur with the removal of existing floor slab supports in order to install new mechanical lines to the first floor. Photo #2 shows some new mechanical ductwork also being installed in the West Tech basement that will later support new spaces being created on the first floor. Photo #3 shows the continued progress of the installation of the caissons for the new foundation system for the addition. Photo #4 shows the new Server Room in East Tech after the gypsum board installation and ready for new electrical equipment to be installed.